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The most powerful weapon on the planet is
control of perception and it is a “binary”
weapon made up of hundreds of companies,
government agencies and organizations that
give the population their information to create
and control their “cult-ure”. Cult-ure is the
dominant belief system and the root word is
“cult” which is why police/ judges/ bailiffs/
sheriffs/ prosecutors/ prison guards and
“soul-diers” and other “order followers” can’t
be reasoned with. Plato tells this story in his
Allegory of the Cave where prisoners were
chained facing the wall of a deep cave. Behind
the prisoners was a walkway and behind the
walkway a �ire. Puppeteers crossed the
walkway holding objects that cast shadows on
the wall. The “shadow play” became the
prisoner’s life and even when one prisoner
escaped to see the reality of the world he was
unable to explain that reality to his former
friends because they had no frame of reference
because all they ever knew was the shadow
play.
Today organized crime uses its control of the media, scouting, military/police training, and the government’s mandatory schools to
raise up free children to believe they are “Americans” or “Canadians” before they are old enough to have a say or evaluate the legitimacy
or morality of the concept on their own. They have used this system to convince billions the world is a certain way and it is their duty
to turn over 50% of their income in overt/covert taxes while simultaneously hiding from these billions the way the real control system
works while using the theft of in�lation, military procurement fraud, no-bid contracts, and dozens of other invisible means of economic
warfare against them. In this manner they are stealing trillions and spending hundreds of billions a year controlling every screen and
distracting/deceiving every audience.
Obscene criminal pro�its are generated in many ways: the theft of taxes which are laundered through the governments to the organized
crime “slave owners” through their monopoly banking/oil/pharma/military-industrial-complex companies. Interest on the national
debt and free money out of thin air for Big Banking, mandatory mercury and aluminum-laced vaccines for Big Pharma, ethanol and
agricultural subsidies for Big Ag, unneeded military spending bene�its the Big military-industrial-intelligence complex who continually
menace the population with staged wars and false-�lag terrorism. The fact that the world is self-organizing, both political parties are
run by the same criminal interests, and that there is no need for “governments” and the force and violence they employ are ideas that
are never presented to the tax slaves… on any channel… until now…

My favorite analogy about the LameStreamMedia is that the former Soviet Union was a very poor country. They could only afford 2 state propaganda organs:
Pravda and Izvestia. In Russian Pravda means "Truth" and Izvestia is loosely translated as "The News". The running joke in the Soviet Union was: “There is no
truth in Pravda and there is no news in Izvestia”. We are/were a very wealthy country... We have 6 major propaganda organs.
The organized crime oligarchy that controls the country and much of the planet has been using their complete control of virtually everything that the average
person sees on a given day to weave an arti�icially-created reality with regard to politics/economics/history/current events when they are not distracting us
with sports & mindless entertainment, corrupting our morals, predicatively programming us, or other propaganda crimes.
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The main identi�iable vehicles for creating/managing/controlling the content of MainStreamMedia are Bilderberg Group and Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) control of
the Media and the CIA’s control of key journalists that was made public during the Church Committee hearings in 1975 where it was disclosed that the CIA had hundreds of
journalists on the payroll. A quote from the commission:
"The CIA currently maintains a network of several hundred foreign individuals around the world who provide intelligence for the CIA and at times attempt to in�luence opinion
through the use of covert propaganda. These individuals provide the CIA with direct access to a large number of newspapers and periodicals, scores of press services and news
agencies, radio and television stations, commercial book publishers, and other foreign media outlets." http://involuntaryservant.blogspot.com/2009/03/bought-and-paid-for-central-bankster.html
“The CIA owns everyone of any signi�icance in the major media” – Former CIA Director William Colby

"It is worthy of remark that a belief constantly inculcated during the early years of life, whilst the brain is impressible, appears to acquire almost the nature of an instinct; and
the very essence of an instinct is that it is followed independently of reason."—Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man, 1871

Understanding Our Slavery is both a book and series of one-page visual overviews of concepts hidden from the public by
inter-generational organized crime that has been controlling the �low of information in society. Their “Propaganda Matrix” includes
control of the government, government schools, scouting, intelligence agencies, military and police training, and a weaponized media
system of 6 companies running hundreds of subsidiaries to give the population the illusion of choice and diversity-of-opinion while
propagandizing, deceiving, and distracting us from the reality of our tax slavery and authoritarian control. These one-pagers are
designed to be printed out and shared but with accessible PDF versions with active hypertext links. We have an 8GB Flash
Drive/Dropbox called: The Liberator with additional evidence of government and media criminality.

